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				Redding, CA Hotel Rooms
                    Uncover A Unique Retreat
				Awake to the morning light peeking through your windows, unwind in stylish solitude and embrace picture-perfect privacy after hours of exploration with our contemporary Redding, CA hotel rooms. Offering everything needed for a truly mindful stay, our accommodations also feature environmentally conscious touches throughout—including solar paneling, eco-friendly bathrooms and energy-efficient amenities.
			

		

	
	
    
        
                            A Peek Inside 

                        Our Rooms & Suites:
        

        	Complimentary WiFi
	Flat Screen TVs
	Workspaces
	Down Pillows
	Hair Dryers
	Irons and Ironing Boards
	Microwaves
	Coffee Makers
	In-Room Tea & Coffee
	Mini-Fridges
	Wake-Up Service
	Smoke-Free Buildings
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                    Deluxe Bungalow with Patio

                    	408 sq. ft.
	Up to 4 guests


                    Upgrade your experience by staying in our exclusive bungalows—located on the beautiful Sacramento River and featuring a spacious layout with workspace and dining areas, private patios revealing pristine views and one king or two queen beds for a restorative night’s sleep
                                            Reserve
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                    Deluxe King Suite

                    	845 sq. ft.
	Up to 4 guests


                    Offering an unparalleled amount of square footage, this upscale suite features a king bed and a separate living area, which features a large workspace and a table and chair set, as well as a queen-size sofa sleeper for additional guests.
                                            Reserve
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                    Deluxe Lagoon View Room

                    	356 sq. ft.
	Up to 4 guests


                    This contemporary oversized guest room offers sights of our scenic lagoon through its expansive windows. Each room features light, neutral tones, contemporary furnishings, including a large workspace, and either one king or two queen beds.
                                            Reserve
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                    Deluxe King

                    	356 sq. ft.
	Up to 2 guests


                    Well-equipped for complete relaxation, this guest room comes with a plush king bed, a large workspace and spacious private bathroom. First floor rooms in this category include patios that overlook our scenic grounds.
                                            Reserve
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                    Deluxe Double Queen

                    	356 sq. ft.
	Up to 4 guests


                    Enjoy modern conveniences during your time together in these contemporary rooms, which comfortably accommodate friends and family alike with two queen beds, a dedicated workspace and more.
                                            Reserve
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			Thank you for your interest.
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            Privacy Policy agreement
            
                  I have read and agree to the Privacy Policy.
            

            
                 Yes, I would like to receive emails with exclusive specials and offers.
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